During Candling
Capture which hatching eggs are candled, in real time

Hatchtrack automated barcoding technology
minimises data entry while allowing you to record
every event in the hatchery journey. Hatchtrack
automatically gathers data that supports effective
stock management, from egg ordering through to
delivery of day-old chicks. Our system also allows
you to boost productivity, reduce errors and cut
costs. An integrated report designer offers a
range of options for presenting information to
management, customers, auditors and other
users.

Candling
In the candling room, a wireless scanner is available to
scan batches to be candled.
Batch information can automatically be sent to candling

Hatchtrack. Knows where your chick goes.

machines (such as Prinzen or Innovatec) by scanning an
Eggs Cargo Identifier (ECI) at the trolley unloader.
When the next batch is scanned, candling results are
fed back into Hatchtrack.
If a vaccination machine is available, vaccination details
can also be added to the specific batch.
Hatchtrack can send all batch specific candling and
vaccination results to your existing ERP systems.

Hatching
After candling, the hatchable eggs are transferred to
hatching baskets. The Eggs Cargo Identifier (ECI) can
be moved from setter tray to the first basket of the
batch. These hatching baskets are linked to specific
dollies, which are connected to specific hatcher and
hatcher positions or sections

Hatchtrack is a flexible, easy and secure method of

Benefits

tracking and tracing hatching eggs and day-old chicks

•
•
•
•

at every hatchery stage. The technology, based on
verification software, barcode tags and tag readers,
makes it easy to exchange data with hatchery

Real-time accurate inventory of hatchable eggs
Candling results per setter and setter position
No manual data entry errors
Data synchronisation with existing ERP systems

management and existing ERP systems.
Would you like to know more about our integrated
solutions and the benefits they can deliver for your
operations? Want to discuss your own requirements or
challenges, or find out how we can help you?

Get in touch today!
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